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Erica T Capri is the author behind the "A Thin Line"

Trilogy Series. She is a stylist, film producer,

entrepreneur, and playwright. Her work as a

playwright has become popular over the years with

her production performing at Colleges and theatre

stages. She's the rock star mother of two young

children and COO of Gemlight Publishing LLC. Erica
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AUTHOR MISSION STATEMENT
I am a crafter of the world and an explorer of

hidden history. I bring the reality to life on the page

while yearning to mend broken souls. My passion

lies in bringing stories to transform, inspire and

empower the world.
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PRAYERS FOR THE PREY

THEARPY 
ON -THE -GO!

A book for a woman who has been a victim

of sexual abuse. The fundamentals to guide

you with prayers and motivational therapy to

understand why you were chosen become

prey. As woman, we become hunted for the

hunters and the predators of the prey. You

will be guided each day to discover your

true value, vision, victory and inner strength

to overcome.It will walk with them through

an incredibly significant journey of

reinventing themselves as an influential

woman who has found an authoritative and

impactful voice within herself

WHOLESALE OR BULK
ORDERS CALL
1.833.436-5483

THE ESCAPE PLAN TO OVERCOMING SEXUAL ABUSE

BOOK BIO

 'Prayers for prey' the book filled

with short devotion and motivation

for you to see peace finally.



WHO SHOULD READ

highlight value of
overcoming
reinventing your identity
get and keep a strong
prayer life
learn the key reclaiming
your voice 

BOOK BENEFITS

TARGET AUDIENCE

Battered woman
Sexual abused victims
Domestics violence victims
Voiceless Victims



WHY ME?                                                                                    PAGE 14
Feeling fatal worthlessness. Have you ever wondered why you struggle to command

the respect of others? If so, those moments stem from your self-loathing and feelings

of undervalue and worthlessness. 

Often, when we have been criminally violated, without brutal force or guns, and forced

to keep silent, we question ourselves – “WHY ME?” Our life births the feelings of

insecurity and soon after, we conclude that there must be something wrong with us to

have been touched in the wrong way, assaulted, or violated.

Over time, that negative feeling grows and ripens to total numbness, and then, we

begin hurting others who love us. We can, sometimes, convert the burden of hate for

our predators to doubts and self-hatred. 

But, here’s why you should expel negativity from your thoughts – God has set you on a

wonderful path to a great destiny, then comes the enemy to steal, kill, and destroy.

You’d be mistaken to think that predator-prey situations are a matter of strength and

weakness. No! The enemy has one goal and one mission – to snatch away the destiny

God has called you to fulfill – and he’ll do that by any means necessary. In the end,

just like the walls of Jericho, you must pull down your masks and stand naked – in

spirit – before the world. 

With brevity and a wide smile to spite the enemy, say out loud; “WHY NOT ME? I’m

extraordinary. If I wasn’t a rare gem, the enemy wouldn’t find me worthy enough to

attack and attempt to destroy. I’m a threat to the enemy! I know that now! So, yes! I

may have suffered an Incest, but I survived. Yes! I was raped, but I still have even some

of my sanity. Yes! My innocence was taken, but my life and purpose was unscathed. I’m

too hard of a nut for the enemy to crack. I have been given this ‘optional’ rich LIFE and

so great a destiny. I choose to live. God is my Captain and I am the passenger.

BOOK EXCERPT



INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

How reading your book will
change the minds/hearts/lives

of readers?

What is the biggest mistake
you seen other make that's

related to your message?

 What was the
experiences/expertise that

led to your book?
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 How long have you been
writing or when did you start? 

Why this topic is important
to the average person?

Why this topic is important
to you, personally?

Key takeaways you hope
readers find in your book?

How do you build trust in
your readers?
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A beautiful thing is
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